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It’s Not Wood, It’s Aluminum

Battens & Pergolas
The next level of style is only a step away with Knotwood’s clip batten system. By adding a trellis
or decorative feature wall, you can make your home stand out with an architectural feature that
will show off your style and design.
Knotwood’s Clip-batten system is as revolutionary as it is eye-catching. A built-in bracket provides
a unique floating look that hides the unsightly bolts and provides a look you simply can’t get
anywhere else. Backed by over 50 years of experience in the aluminum industry, Knotwood’s
newest system is designed to be easy to install and requires next to zero maintenance.
Not only can you create stunning features, but the versatile system can be used to create an
oasis in the form of a pergola or trellis. Pick from 4 different sizes, over 30 woodgrain colors and
hundreds of solid colors to get the perfect look.
Immune to the traditional problems of both timber and steel, Knotwood’s limited lifetime warranty
provides a no fuss guarantee that your battens will be the envy of your neighbor for a lifetime.
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Knotwood Colors
All Knotwood colors have been tested to withstand the most extreme environments and uphold the highest
finishing standards in the world including the Australian, American and European standards. Backed by a
limited lifetime warranty, it’s no wonder Knotwood’s award winning finish is coveted the world over. With a
full range of color matched accessories available you can ensure a clean, uniform finish that will leave you
breathless.

Stock Colors
Colors with a grey background
are the Knotwood stock colors.

Please note: These colors are a guide only contact our office for samples. Please be aware that Knotwood
contains natural color variation consistent with that of real timber.

WHITE SHADES

ASPEN

DRIFTWOOD

BLACK SHADES

ASH

BEACH WOOD

ZEBRANO

LIGHT OAK

KNOTTY PINE

SPOTTED GUM

BLACK ASH

YELLOW SHADES

IROKO
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TASSIE OAK
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HICKORY

MAPLE

BLACKBUTT

YELLOW SHADES

ORANGE SHADES

ATLANTIC
CEDAR

AUSTRALIAN
CEDAR

RED GUM

KOA

TIGER WOOD

MERBAU

IRON BARK

LIGHT BROWN SHADES

EASTERN
MAHOGANY

WESTERN RED
CEDAR

BUSH CHERRY

ELM

KWILA

TEAK BROWN

DARK BROWN SHADES

RED SHADES

OLIVE TREE

JARRAH

BLACK WALNUT WENGE

SYDNEY BLUE

ROSE
MAHOGANY
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Powdercoat Colors
If you want the reliability and consistency of a solid color, you can’t go past our huge range of powder-coat colors. With the full range of colors on
hand and a library of hundreds of custom colors only a phone call away, you can have exactly the look you want. All of our solid colors carry the
same limited lifetime warranty as our premier woodgrain finish and are all applied by our experienced and accredited applicators to ensure you
get the gold-standard of quality you deserve.

SURFMIST

EVENING HAZE

CLASSIC CREAM PAPERBARK

SHALE GREY

DUNE

COVE

PALE EUCALYPT

WOODLAND
GREY

WINDSPRAY

GULLY

MANGROVE

DEEP OCEAN

COTTAGE
GREEN

WALLABY

JASPER

BASALT

MANOR RED

NIGHT SKY

IRON STONE

TERRAIN

MONUMENT
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q. How far can the battens span?
A. This depends on your particular area for the purposes of wind rating and fixing points. The lengths are supplied in set lengths, but can be joined
easily for longer lengths as required. Your installer should consult an engineer when necessary for larger projects.
Q. Can I use this material structurally?
A. Knotwood is designed to be a decorative product and is not primarily intended to be used for construction. Aluminum is a versatile material
and with appropriate planning can be used for almost anything. Consult your builder or installer when unsure if Knotwood would be a suitable
material for your project.
Q. How do I cap the ends of the battens?
A. We can supply a purpose designed end-caps color matched to your battens if required.
Q. How do I clean and maintain my product?
A. If your Knotwood needs to be cleaned, use a mild, PH neutral detergent and warm water to wash down your structure. Check our care and
maintenance page on our website for full details.
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Our

RANGE
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BATTEN SIZES

THE LOOKS

With one bracket section, Knotwood battens are
interchangeable. Available in the following size profiles,
you can’t go past the unique look Knotwood Battens can
provide your home.
- 2x2"
- 2x4"
- 2x6"
- 2x8"

Mix and match lengths and sizes to create a random look,
scale up and down the sizes or keep a clean uniform finish
by sticking to one size and length. Miter them to create
structures or create a full on Pergola. Mount them at any
angle. The looks are limitless. See the install guide for
more information or visit our website.

ACCESSORY RANGE
With a full set of color matched end-caps and posts in
most geometric sizes available to order, you can be sure
to create the look you need.

www.knotwood.com/battens/
www.knotwood.com/pergolas/

SUITABLE USAGES
Feature walls, trellis, pergolas, feature fencing, façade
fasteners, shade screen, louver screen, bus-stops, shopfitouts, decorative framing, awnings, soffit façades.
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Support Post
Post Endcap
Batten - Upper
Batten - Lower
Support Beam
Beam End Cap
Bolts
Nuts
Batten End Up
Screws
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Easy Installation
We strive to make Knotwood as easy, simple and efficient as possible. All of our Installation
guides and technical manuals are readily available.
Each manual contains step-by-step instructions and product codes. You can train yourself in
minutes and our sales team are always on hand to answer any questions you might have.
You can find the full list of guides by going to our website www.knotwood.com.
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Our

PRODUCTS
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Pedestrian Shelter Sunshine Coast, AUS
The contrasting elements of stone, wood and
metal created a great effect for this public space.
Designed as shelters in a park, the Knotwood
battens and slats used to create the trellis
combined with the matching seating create a
unique look that tie’s the natural elements of the
park together seamlessly with the man-made
structures around it.

02
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Splash! In Pool Bar Freeport, Bahamas
What could be more luxurious than a bar and
grill built into a pool? With such a strange
combination
of
environmental
factors,
Knotwood was the only option. The battens
used to create the roof not only provide shelter
for the staff and patrons, but provide a truly
tropical feel.
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Kewalo Apartment Trellis –
Honolulu, Hawaii
The forerunner for the Trellis system, this
apartment block in Honolulu showcases the
range of roles Knotwood’s Batten system can
fulfil. Providing shade and a focal point for
the design, the Kewalo Apartments have ever
looked so stylish.
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Driveway battens Sunshine Coast, AUS
These huge battens on this sunshine coast
home seek to tie the garage door in with the
house while providing a warm element in an
otherwise cold pallet. Simultaneously providing
a contemporary style with a traditional warm
element, this seaside house needed a solution
that wouldn’t require much maintenance while
the owners were vacationing elsewhere.
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It’s Not Wood, It’s Aluminum

30 Tech Parkway South, Suite 400
Peachtree Corners, GA 30092
Phone: 1.855.566.8966
Web: www.knotwood.com
E-mail: KnotwoodInfo@OmniMax.com
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